
Take control

First there was Siri, then Hive, and more 
recently Amazon Alexa. The digital age 
certainly is pervading your home life so 
it is perhaps not surprising that you can 
digitally take control of your surgery too. 
Tyscor Pulse, from Dürr Dental, ingen-
iously shows you the performance of your 
suction and compressor systems and is 
compatible with almost all Dürr suction 
and compressors units including the 
popular VSA 300s. Things such as current 
status, faults or maintenance messages, 
such as a prompt to change the filter, are 
immediately displayed on the monitor.  

With Tyscor Pulse your practice 
equipment supply is always in view and 
can be accessed by engineers as well by 
you. The software will warn you if there is 
a malfunction, and will indicate whether 
the problem is something that can easily 
be rectified by a staff member or whether 
a service technician should be called. 

If you can control your central 
heating from your phone and have 
a personal assistant called 
Alexa, who will perform 
various tasks for you and 
control various systems, 

Delegates looking for top oral health 
solutions at Dental Showcase this year 
found everything they needed and more in 
the Waterpik Water Flosser. 

With various models and tips available to 
suit patients of all sizes and requirements, 
the range is clinically proven to be more 
effective at reducing gingival bleeding than 
interdental brushes, significantly more 
effective at improving oral health than 
the Sonicare AirFloss Pro and up to 50% 
more effective at reducing gingivitis than 
string floss.

Delegates also had the opportunity to get 
hands-on with the products in the interac-
tive theatre experience and gain CPD.

If you missed the team at Dental 
Showcase, don’t despair – you can find 
out more about the innovative solutions 
available in the comfort of your own 
practice!

A team of professional educators are on 
hand to visit you and your team during a 
free Lunch & Learn session. They will come 
to you on a day of your choice to demon-
strate the range of Waterpik Water Flosser 
models and show you the extensive body 
of evidence supporting the products’ safety 
and efficacy in a vast array of clinical situ-
ations. They’ll even bring a tasty lunch for 
your entire team to enjoy at the same time!

To arrange a Lunch & Learn, call 
0333 12 35677 or email ukcustomerser-
vices@waterpik.com. Waterpik products 
are available from Amazon, Costco UK and 
Superdrug stores across the UK and Ireland.

Hands-on experience, CPD and 
clinically proven solutions

Join the hundreds of dental practitioners 
who came together in Manchester at a 
Colgate exclusive CPD event by viewing 
the video today and gaining two hours 
of verifiable CPD. The evening gave an 
overview on how dental practitioners can 
provide clinical leadership to ensure their 
practices are totally ready for prevention.    

Dr Eric Rooney, Deputy Chief Dental 
Officer for England, shared a review of 
the learnings and direction of travel of 
the current dental contract prototypes. 
By assisting clinicians to understand the 
development of current contract reform, 
which reflects the changes in oral health 
and the increased focus on prevention, Eric 
highlighted how practices would benefit 
from clinical leadership in this area.

Dr Rema Hamad, a dental practi-
tioner in Salford, shared her experience 
of ‘Delivering prevention in practice’ 
both within a pilot setting and within a 
non-pilot general dental practice. Rema 
took the audience through how she 
integrates the best available evidence, uses 
her clinical judgement and understand-
ing of her individual patients’ values and 
circumstances to deliver optimal evidence 
based care. 

Don’t miss out on how you and your 
patients can be being totally ready for pre-
vention. View this exclusive Colgate CPD 
event by visiting www.colgatecpd.co.uk/
totallyready today to view the evening’s 
presentations online and gain two hours’ 
verifiable CPD.

Be totally ready for prevention 

shouldn’t you have a little help at work 
too? For more information on Tyscor 
Pulse visit www.duerrdental.com or call 
01536 526749.
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